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Abstract— Masonry is one of the basic sorts of development 

material in India. Structures with brick work infill wall  in RC 

edges are the generally widely recognized sort of structures 

utilized for multi-story development as a part of creating 

nations. For moderate seismic tremors such structures have 

demonstrated magnificent execution amid Earthquake. The 

infill's are normally, not considered in the design the 

buildings are designed as a bare frames. This study 

investigates the effect of masonry infill wall to check non 

linear behaviour of RC frame building. For this purpose, three  

RC frame buildings of G+9 i.e. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now days it is very important to study the seismic 

performance of the structure with infill walls in earthquake 

engineering. Reinforced concrete (RC) frame buildings with 

masonry infill walls have been commonly constructed for 

commercial, industrial and multi storey residential uses in 

earthquake regions. infill masonry commonly consists of 

bricks or concrete blocks constructed between beams and 

columns of a reinforced concrete frame. The masonry infill 

panels are generally not considered in the design process and 

the strength based design in the code consider masonry wall 

as treated as architectural components. Generally, in the 

analysis of the RC framed structures it is assumed that these 

infill walls will not resist any lateral load hence its importance 

in the analysis of the structures is ignored. Furthermore the 

non availability of easy and practical analytical models of 

masonry infills has become another obstacle for its 

consideration in the analysis. In authenticity the presence of 

infill wall significantly improves the rigidity and strength of 

the building. 

The concept of pushover analysis is rapidly growing 

in the area of seismic evaluation now a day. It gives the 

capacity curve of the building from which lateral load 

carrying capacity of the buildings can be calculated. Hence 

for the safety of the structure during earthquake, it is 

important to assess performance level of the building and to 

suggest retrofitting schemes for deficient buildings. In this 

study six  different models are considered to find   effect of 

infill wall to check non linear behaviours. The following six 

models are investigated in study 

 Model 1: Bare frame square shape (Regular 

plan)structure model  

 •Model 2: Square shape structure with infill walls 

modelled as equivalent diagonal             struts  

 Model 3: Bare frame L shape (irregular plan )structure 

model  

 Model 4: L shape structure with infill walls modelled as 

equivalent diagonal struts  

 Model 5 : Bare frame U shape(irregular plan)  structure 

model  

 Model 6: U shape structure with infill walls modelled as 

equivalent diagonal struts  

These models of 10 storey building are modelled 

and pushover analysis is carried out using ETABS software. 

The purpose of pushover analysis is to evaluate the 

performance of structural system by estimating performance 

of a structural system by estimating its strength and 

deformation demands. A plot of total base shear versus top 

displacement in a structure is obtained by this analysis that 

would indicate any premature failure or weakness. The 

analysis is carried out up to failure, thus it enables 

determination of collapse load and ductility capacity. This 

type of analysis enables weakness in the structure to be 

identified. This type of analysis is useful to take decision for 

retrofitting of structure. Based on these results this paper 

explores the beneficial effects of masonry infill walls on 

seismic behaviour of RC frame buildings.  

A. Cause of Masonry Infill On RC Structures: 

Now days it is crucial to study the quake performance of the 

structure with infill walls in earthquake engineering. Fortified 

cement (RC) outline structures with infill wall have been 

generally built for business, mechanical and multistory 

private uses in tremor districts. infill wall normally comprises 

of blocks or solid pieces built amongst pillars and sections of 

a strengthened solid casing. infill wall for the most part not 

considered in the configuration procedure and the quality 

based outline in the code consider infill wall as regarded as 

structural segments. By and large in the examination of the 

RC encircled structures it is accepted that these infill wall 

won't avoid any sidelong load thus its significance in the 

investigation of the structures is overlooked.. Furthermore the 

non availability of easy and practical analytical models of 

masonry infill's has become another obstacle for its 

consideration in the analysis. In authenticity the presence of 

infill wall significantly improves the rigidity and strength of 

the building. In any case, the giving of infill wall significantly 

affects the seismic tremor reaction of a fortified solid casing 

building, expanding basic quality and hardness (compare to a 

bare frame) .very much outlined infill's can expand the 

general execution , quality, sidelong resistance and vitality 

scattering of the structure. An infill wall minimize the 

sidelong diversions and bowing minutes in the edge, in this 

way diminishing the likelihood of breakdown. Consequently, 

representing the infill's in the investigation and configuration 

prompts slim casing individuals, diminishing the general 

expense of the auxiliary framework. The seismic tremor 

power dispersion is reliant on the firmness and mass of the 

working along the tallness. The auxiliary commitment of 

infill divider results into stiffer structure in this manner 

lessening the story floats or parallel uprooting at ground level 
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This enhanced execution makes the basic outline more 

reasonable to consider infill dividers as an auxiliary 

component in the tremor safe configuration of structures. 

Researchers have proved that using equivalent strut and 

model shown ideal behaviour of masonry infill. 

  In reality the presence of infill wall appreciably 

improves the rigidity and potency of the building. From the 

experiments it has been observed that RC frames with 

masonry infill's have more firmness and strength in compare 

to the bared frames  .In  building the presence of masonry 

infill wall will leads to unequal distribution of lateral loads in 

different frames of the structure there by overstressing some 

of the frames. It also leads to vertical irregularities in the 

structure if the infill's are not continuous throughout the 

height of the structure, resulting in higher ductility demand 

and higher inter storey drifts of RC elements in comparison 

to remaining stories. Infill walls not evenly placed in plan will 

leads to significant amount of tensional forces because of the 

centre of rigidity moves towards the masonry infill frames of 

increased stiffness. 

II. MODELING OF MULTI STOREY BUILDING 

This study is carried out on 10 storey rc regular and irregular 

building shown in fig 1 Plinth height is 1.2m and story height 

is 3.35m for each floor level. The building is considered to be 

located in seismic zone 111 and intended for residential use. 

The building is founded on medium strength soil. Elastic 

module of concrete and masonry are taken as 27386 Mpa and 

2800Mpa respectively and their poisons ratio is 0.2.  The unit 

weights of concrete and masonry are taken as 25.0 KN/ m3 

and 22.0 KN/ m3. The floor finish on the floor is 1.5 KN/ 

m2.The live load on the floor is taken as 3 KN/ m2.  In the 

seismic weight calculations only 25% of the floor live load is 

considered. Size of beam is considered as 300x450mm. Size 

of columns is considered as 600x600 mm. Figure 2 shows the 

3 D model of square shape, L shape, U shape Bare frame and 

Figure 3 shows 3D model of with infill frame of square, L 

shape. U shape 

A. Calculation of Compressive Strength of Masonry: 

As per IS 1905 expected compressive strength of masonry is 

calculated   

Height of the wall “H” = 3.35m 

Thickness of the wall “t” = 0.2m 

Size of concrete block = 0.4 x 0.2 x 0.2 m 

Compressive strength of concrete block =7.5N/mm2 

Type of mortar: M2 (1:6) = 3 N/mm2 

As per IS 1905 clause 5.4.1 table 8, basic 

compressive stress of masonry 

for the above data fb = 0.59 N/mm2 

Stress reduction factor: 

Eccentricity = 0 

Slenderness ratio = Effective height = 0.75H 

Effective thickness t 

Slenderness ratio = 0.75*2.75/0.2 = 10.88 

As per IS 1905 clause 5.4.1.1 table 9, stress 

reduction factor of masonry 

for the above slenderness ratio and eccentricity ks = 0.865 

As per IS 1905 clause 5.4.1.2, Area reduction factor ka = 1 

As per IS 1905 clause 5.4.1.3 table 10, Shape modification 

factor kp = 1.0 Compressive strength of masonry = fb * ks * 

ka * kp 

= 0.59*0.865*1*1 

= 0.51 N/mm2 

B. Calculation Of Expected Modulus Of Elasticity Of  

Masonry: 

As per FEMA 356 clause C7.3.2.4 the expected modulus of 

elasticity of 

masonry Eme = 550*fme 

Eme = 550*0.56 = 308 N/mm2 

C. Calculation of Strut Width “A”: 

In the present study, for both the regular, L and C shape 

structures, the height of the infill wall remains same, as only 

one beam type is used in the structure. But lengths of infill 

wall are obtained and hence strut elements have to be defined, 

for which the width has to be calculated.  

The following data remains same for the three strut models. 

hcol = 3350mm = 131.8 inches 

hinf = 2750mm = 108.26 inches. 

Efe = 27386 N/mm2 = 3971.99 ksi 

Eme = 280.5 N/mm2 = 40.61ksi 

Icol = 1.08*1010 mm4 = 25941.6 in4 

tinf = 200mm = 7.87 inches 

1) Infill Panel of Length 4.4m: 

Linf = 173.22inches 

rinf = 5189mm = 204.30.83 inches. 

Ѳ = 0.55 rad 

λ = 40..61*7.87*sin (2*0.55) 1/4 

       4*3971.99*25941.6*108.26 

λ = 3.42x10-3 

a = 0.175*(3.42x10-3*131.8)-0.4 *204.30 

a = 49.14inches. 

a = 1248mm 

 
Fig. 1: Modelling of masonry infill wall as equivalent 

diagonal compression strut 
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Fig. 2: Model 1-Bare frame of square shape 

  

 
Fig. 3: Model 3-Bare frame of L- shape 

 
Fig. 4: Model 5-Bare frame of L- shape 

 
Fig. 5: Model 2-infilled frame of L- shape 

 
Fig. 6: Model 4-infilled frame of L- shape 

 
Fig. 7: Model 4-infilled frame of U- shape 

III. PUSHOVER CURVES FOR  DIFFERENT MODELS 

 
Fig. 8: performance points of model 1 and model 2 in X-axis 

it gives the data About the base shear, displacement 

and the formation of hinges in the structure at each step. From 

the fig 8 it is evident that, considering the stiffness of the infill 

wall, base shear in the structure increases considerably after 

the elastic range. The performance point of the model 1 lies 

between the LS and CP range and for model 2 it is touching 

the LS. It shows the performance of the structure improves 

due to infill walls .In both the cases the first plastic hinges 

were formed in the beams and at the columns, hinges were in 

range of B to IO at the performance point. 
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Fig. 9: performance points of model 1 and model 2 in X-axis 

The base shear in the model 4 has increased due to 

the stiffness of the infill walls it can be seen clearly in the fig 

9. The performance point of the model 3 lies between the LS 

and CP range, close to LS than CP, but for the model 4 it has 

shifted much closer to LS. The shifting of performance point 

towards LS is not as significant as observed for the model 2 

(L shape). However here also it can be seen that the infill wall 

improves the performance of the structure.  

 
Fig. 10: Performance Points Of Model 3 And Model 4 In X-

Axis 

it gives the data About the base shear, displacement 

and the formation of hinges in the structure at each step. From 

the fig 10 it is evident that, considering the stiffness of the 

infill wall, base shear in the structure increases considerably 

after the elastic range. The performance point of the model 5 

lies between the LS and CP range and for model 6 it is 

touching the LS. It shows the performance of the structure 

improves due to infill walls .In both the cases the first plastic 

hinges were formed in the beams and at the columns, hinges 

were in range of B to IO at the performance point. 

 
Table 1: Comparison of performance of six models in terms 

of base shear and roof displacement 

The comparison of base shear and displacement at 

the performance point of the models analysed are provided in 

the table 1.Along x axis it is seen that the increase in the base 

shear of model 2 compared with model 1 is  30%.The 

displacement has reduced 4% in the  model 2 compared with 

model 1.For model 4 the base shear has increased  36.9% and 

displacement has reduced 23% when compared with model 

3.For model 6 the base shear has increased 38.3% and 

displacement has reduced 6.2% compared with model 

5.Along the Y axis it is observed that for the model2 the 

increase in the base shear is  30%. The displacement has 

reduced 4% in the model 2. For the model 4 the base shear 

has increased 35% and displacement is reduced  17.7% when 

compared  with model 3. For the model  6 the increase in the  

base shear  has increased  51% and displacement has reduced 

11% compared to model 5. Overall the increase in the base 

shear and reduction in the displacement is much more 

significant along y axis due to infill walls. 

Structure 
Along X-axis in 

KN 

Along Y-axis in 

KN 

Model 1(eqs 

1) 
4219 4219 

Model 2(eqs 

2) 
7833.5 7833.5 

Model 3(eqs 

3) 
3869.51 3869.51 

Model 

4(eqs4) 
7184 7184 

Model 

5(eqs5) 
3596.49 3596.49 

Model 

6(eqs6) 
6671.74 6671.74 

Table 2: Equivalent static method base shear as per IS1893 

 
Fig. 11: base shear comparison along X-axis 

The base shear calculated for the Square , L shape 

and C shape models as per IS 1893 (Part 1) clause 7.5.3 

(Equivalent static load method) is provided in the table 5.13. 

The base shear obtained along X and Y axis is same as the 

approximate fundamental time period along X  gives the 

same average response acceleration coefficient (Sa/g) and the 

other parameters remains same for both the Square, L and C 

shape structure. The base shear of models at the ultimate 

capacity point obtained from pushover analysis is compared 

with the equivalent static method base shear. The comparison 

along X axis is provided in the figure 11 .The equivalent static 

method base shear of Square shape model is represented as 
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eqs1, L shape model represented as eqs3  and for U shape 

model it is represented as eqs5 shape in the figure11. From 

the figures 11 the base shear of the L shape structure obtained 

from the pushover analysis considering the stiffness of infill 

wall is 3.5 times higher than the equivalent static method and 

for U shape structure it is 3.3 times higher in X direction. 

Hence in the linear analysis we are underestimating the base 

shear as the structure will behave nonlinearly during the 

earthquake. 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In the present study pushover analysis have been performed 

on the Plan regular and irregular RC framed structures 

considering the stiffness of infill wall and without 

considering it. For the analysis the square, L shape and U 

shape G+9 story RC structures are considered. As far as 

possible the structural model is kept simple and modelled it 

as the replica of the real life structure. Following conclusions 

were drawn based on the results obtained.  

V.   CONCLUSIONS    

 The results obtained from the pushover analysis in terms 

of the formation of plastic hinges and performance point 

gave an insight about the actual behaviour of the 

structures.  

 It has been found that the calculation of seismic forces 

without considering the infill walls in the RC frames will 

leads to the underestimation of the base shear.  

 The performance of the  Square, L and U shape structures 

with infill walls was considerably superior to that of bare 

frame.  

 From the analysis we can conclude that the performance 

of the L shape structure is more improved when 

compared to u shape structure due to the infill walls.  

 The IS code does not provide any provisions or 

guidelines for the analysis and design of the reinforced 

concrete frames with infill walls hence to assess the real 

behaviour of the structure under seismic forces pushover 

analysis can be used as an effective tool. 
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